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ABSTRACT

An issue of some interest in the general theory of CP violation in B meson decay is the
relative admixture of even and odd final CP eigenstates in B —* ifr/JK". For example, domi-
nance of one sign of CP in this decay would increase the available modes for measuring the CP
violation in the respective B meson decays in a beauty factory by a factor ~ 2.5 and, hence, would
decrease ihe luminosity requirements for such a factory from ihe CP violation pei spective. Here,
we therefore study (his relative admixture in several dynamical models of the respective decay. We
are encouraged by our findings.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Currently, there is considerable interest " in exploring the phenomenon of CP violation
in the B meson system. For the respective CP violating asymmetries are expected to be large
and, hence, present a unique window on the possible dynamical origins of the phenomenon itself,
for example. Further, the decay mode B —• yj>/JKs has already been observed and, based on the
observed BR, one may guesstimate the required number of B's in a B factory if one wants to probe
CP violation in this mode via the standard asymmetries. The result of this exercise is well-known
l o b e ~ 10" fl's.

Such a number of B 's, if it is to be obtained in a reasonable (~ 3 year period) would then
necessitate luminosities ~ 1 x 10 M /cm1 sec, well-beyond those achieved at any previous colliding
beam device. Accordingly, it is imperative to explore other possible B physics avenues which
may help to reduce the required luminosity to probe CP violation in the B system. Thus, in this
paper, we explore the possible use potential of the B -* \l>jj Kl decay insofar as its manifestation
of the respective CP violating asymmetries in B decay. Indeed, elementary arguments 2) would
suggest that its BR is ~ 3 times that for B -* iji/JKs and measurements31 in B* -» rl>/JK'*
are consistent with this expectation. Hence, it is indeed appropriate to explore such a mode as
B -nji/JK' as a potential additional mode in which to study CP violation in B decays.

Specifically, the primary issue can be summarized as follows *K In the B -» il>/J JCJ,
there are three possible orbital angular momentum quantum numbers, i = 0 , 1 and 2. The CP
eigenvalue of the final state is ( - 1 ) L ( — 1)2 (1) = ( - 1 ) L . Thus, the even values of L have positive
(even ) CP and the odd values of L have negative (odd) CP. Hence, the expected CP violating
asymmetries ore opposite in sign for the even and odd L cases. Thus, the important question is what
is the relative amount of even or odd L in the decay B —> ifr/JKl: if either type of L dominates,
the mode can be used as another avenue to CP violation in B decay without further qualification.
If, on the other hand, the ratio of I even to L odd contributions in the respective final states is near
1, a detailed moments analysis of the various subsequent decay distributions 5> will be necessary
to isolate the respective CP violating asymmetries. Such analysis is discussed in detail in Ref.S.
Hence, in what follows, we wish to explore the expected ratio of CP odd to C P even final states
in B -> fj>/JK" in dynamical models of this decay.

The models with which we shall work are the model of Wirbel, Stech and Bauer (BSW)2,
the model of Isgur ct al. (ISGW)6, the methods of Lepage and Brodsky and the recent heavy
quark limit methods of Isgur, Wise and Bjorken7*. These models and methods are, of course, not a
complete list of all published approaches to the decay under consideration. Rather, they represent
a reasonable span in the types of assumptions which are involved in the various approaches so that
we can get a quantitative estimate for the effect of these various assumptions on any conclusions
we may wish draw by considering these four examples.

Our work is organized as follows in this paper. In the next Section, we present the expec-
tation of fl -»ip/J Kl in ihe BSW model and, at the same time, we set our notational conventions.

In Sec.Ill, we consider the method of Lepage and Urodsky in our prcseni context. In Sec.IV, we
consider the predictions of the ISGW model for our decay. In Sec. V, we discuss this decay from
the standpoint of the recent heavy quark mass limits methods of vVisc, Isgur and Bjorken. Section
VI contains some summary remarks.

2. B ; IN THE BSW MODEL

The prediction on the BSW model for the process B —> ij>/JKm
t insofar as the ratio of

CP odd to CP even final states is presented in this section. We begin by setting our notational and
kinematical conventions.

Specifically, the process of interest to us is illustrated in Fig. 1. We follow then the theory
of BSW, waking, as they do, in the point-like limit for the W-propagaton for m\ /My, is indeed
small compared to I. Taking into accouni the standard QCD corrections, BSW identify, then, the
effective interaction LagTangiun

h c (1)

where a\ and aj ure determined by the standard QCD short-distance corrections, Gp is the 1-ermi
constant, h.c. denotes hcrmitian conjugation and b' and s' are the usual CKM rotated mixtures of
the d, a, 4 mass cigenslates. The values of ai and 02 are well-known if one takes them from the
penurbative QCD theory (in conjunction with the puma) differential equations of QCD); here we
leave • ] and 02 as parameters; for, we will not need their values in what follows.

To proceed BSW then invoke the current field identity (and the general neglect of final
state interactions between i/i/J and if") to arrive at the amplitude

M(B

where we have now introduced the further notations

(O|C(O)T;

and

11/2

(2)

(3)

(4)

The complete prediction for the process in Fig.] then requires a systematic analysis of the transition
matrix element (R'lJJfHO) \B). For this, in general, a model is necessary at the present state of
our knowledge of the strong interaction.



Indeed, u model independent decomposition of ihe respective tmnsiton matrix element is
afforded by writing (following BSW and suppivsmng trivial kinemaiical factors)

(5)
v

for some invariant functions V, A, of q2 = "ij/j when; q = Pg - Pjj-.. The strategy is to make a
pole approximation to the V and 4, , of the form

P(q') = ft/(I - d ' (6)

for masses and residues ( m , Pa) which are, in the BSW model, determined from a relativistic har-
monic oscillator potential model with a gaussian transverse momentum distribution characterized
by a scale u ~ .35 GeV. In this way, then, one may arrive at a prediction for the ratio

r 5 V(CP = odd)/(V{CP - even) + V(CP = odd)) (7)

(or the process in Fig.l, where we nowdetine P ( C P = a) to be the total width of B -> ^/JK't
into final states with CP = 3, s = even, odd.

Indeed, specializing to the specific results for the V and Ai of the BSW model, we first
abserve that ihe respective i(i/J - K" helicity amplitudes arc

(8)j.)) I

vhere P =
hat

+ (m f + mk.)A\(q*)\ (9)

in the B rest frame. Standard methods may now be used to conclude

(f7lg +• TUf[.)A\

(10)

r = 2(4m2
6/(m f l + mk.)

2)\V\2

On subsmuting in (10) for (lie A, and V from the BSW relativistic harmonic oscillator
model, we find

r e 091 (II)

This is encouraging. We note also dial f (00) / r ( j4 i i ) ~ .40; the latter result means thai the
original idea of Kayser 4) to focus on T(00) in the K' decay is not completely excluded. We
understand however thai such an isolation of P( 00) is difficult. (T(00) is the rate associated with
M(0,0) . )

Nonetheless, it is necessary to recall that the BSW framework is a model. The question
naturally arisises as to the sensitivity of (11) to the details of Ihe model. Here, we address this
question by considering other models. Thus, we turn nexi to the methods of Lepage and Brodsky
for the analysis of r

3. LEPAGE-BRODSKY APPROACH TO B

In this section, we present ihe prediction of the methods of Lepage and Brodsky 7> for the
process B —* K+'I/J/J insofar as the quantity r is concerned. Wf emphasize that these methods
are relativistically invariant and represent penurbative QCD corrections to the spectator model of
the respective transition; in fact, this accounts for the response of the would be spectator the decay
of the b quark. We begin by recalling the elements of the Lepage-Brodsky theory.

Specifically the method of Lepage and Brodsky is explicitly illustrated by Fig. 1 if we use
for example their distribution amplitudes for the incoming and outgoing hadrons and follow their
calculation^ methods. The transition will be handled in the framework of the effective Lagrangian
in (1); this means that we continue to take the pom-like limit of ihe W propagator in Fig.l. We
will always do this. Hence, we can interpret the prediction of the Lepage-Brodsky theory for our
process in Fig. I in terms of its implications for V, A\ and Ai in (5). On doing this her,:, we simply
adapt our results in the Lepage-Brodsky theory for the D -» K' transition in Ref. 9 to B —> K"\
thus we find the distribution amplitudes

+2.69j,2)

-1/2 ( - . 609 y, + 2.76 yf)

(falV\2)6(xi - i s )

(mj - (mi/(mi+ raj- mB))/mB ~ .036 (12)

where fg is the B meson decay constant (its precise value is not important for present purposes,

but, fordefiniteness, we note that potential model estimates would suggest fg ~ .136 GeV). In

arriving at i f l , the masses m, = raj ~ .33 GeV, mi ~ 5.1 GeV and ma = 5.28 GeV have



been used. On repeating the steps in our analysis of D —* .It* in Ref. 9 with the results (i2) for the
B —• K" transition, we gel the predictions (the superscript on A, and V denote the K' polarization)

(13)

= (ma

where the functions Fg}, H = X, «, are the generalizations to B -* A'* of the corresponding
:unctions in D -* K" in Ref. 9 and will be presented in detail elswehere 10). Here the OA,V are
he usual axial vector and vector form factors which we treat with the standard pole approximation
torn the BSW model for example. In this way, we get the predictions

nd

r ~ .083

r ( 0 0 ) / r ( A L L ) ~ .834 .

(14)

(15)

kgain, the value which we find for r is encouraging and we see further that F (00) is substantially
nhanced in the Lepage-Brodsky theory. We turn next to the potential model of Isgur et a).

MODEL OF ISGUR ET AL.

Here, we consider the Cornell-type potential model of Isgur et al.6) wi'ii the idea of il-
istraiing what one expects in a non-relativistic potential model for our ratio r. Again, we make
ontact with the model by focussing on its predictions for the form-factors A\ and V in (S).

Specifically following the methods in Ref.7 we may identify the form factors A, and V

(16)

(17)

j _ = ( 1 / m . - l / m 4 r ' , K = 7 , ( n

T»d= 33GeV

= 34,4Jr.-i( = 5 \2GeV, m.

Here, t = m^j andtm = (ma - m/f.)2. In this way, we get

r = r(CP - odd)IT(ALL) = 516

and
~ .064

(18)

(19)

(20)

Thus, not unexpectedly, the non-relativistic mode! disagrees with the relati stically in-
variant methods of BSW and Lepage and Brodsky in the ratio of T (CP= odd) to T (ail). Indeed,
the dominance of the CP even modes means that the D-wavc and relativistic corrections to the
S-wave are indeed important: the non-relativisitic model will naively tend to omit both of these
effects. Here we have corrected for the kinematical aspects of the relativistic corrections via the
manifestly covariant representation in (5). The dynamical aspect otf these corrections then is still
significant. In another way of looking at this matter we may say that even when we use a model
which suppresses the kind of large values of t as we clearly have in B —< iji/JK', we still find
that Y(CP = odd)/T(ALL) ~ .52. Hence, there is a strong possibility that the further rela-
tivisitic effects, which may enhance the 5 and D waves for example, but, due to me invariance of
E ( ± ) to boasts along PK-, which should have a reduced effect on the P-wave, do indeed suppress
F(CP = odd) comparedtoT(CP = even). i

To loot; more deeply into the expected value of r, we now turn to the more model inde-
pendent methods of Isgur and Wise and Bjorken. This we do in the next section.

S. WISGLR-B, THEORY

The basic idea of this approach to B decay is to work in the limit of infinite heavy quark
masses. Here, this would mean infinite values of mj and m, for fixed velocities tj and iT,. Already
one has to ask an immediate question: How far is m, from infinity?

The situation is not entirely hopeless if one expands our amplitude in the constituent
quark masses; for in this case, the dominant corrections of size Aqco/rn, ~ .100 MeV/500
MeV = 20% are espected. Thus we may e-pect that WISGUR-fl; theory might work at the
20% level in the amplitudes for B —» ip/JK". Let us keep this expectation in mind, it means
that we cannot hope to prove anything in precise detail for our particular B decay but that 20%
amplitude statements may be possible. We will now proceed with the analysis of the WISOUR-fl;
theory prediction for our ratio r.

First we note that from the standpoint of the. Lepage-Brodsky theory, the diagrams in
Fig.2 allow us derive the result of Bjorken for our decay. Specifically, in the WISGUR-flj limit.



long as vj and v, are such that the gluon 4-momentum transfer squared in Fig.2, P%, satisfies

(21)

where !•*„*„, ~ 1 fm is the typical hadron size, that particular gluon is already included in the
Lepage-Brodsky distribution amplitudes, as we show in Fig.3, due to the presence of the collinear
projection operator VQ as we illustrate in Fig.3. Such small momentum transfer glue is all col-
lected by VQ to form the respective Lepage-Brodsky distribution amplitude 4>K-(X, y, Q) at scale
0 ~ {raa.m^p) in our transition. Thus from the Lepage-Brodsky equations for the distribu-
tion amplitudes <t>B and 4>K. we see that, in the WISGUR-fly limit, the matrix element M p in (5)
>ccomes, when | P j | < \/rladron.

-i, -

(22)

*ich is precisely the result Bjorken (and Georgi)B> for such matrix elements. The advantage of
22) is that it already includes QCD corrections in <f>K. and 4>B- The issue of whether or not P,J
atisfies (21) is of course delicate. Specifically, we have

(1973)2Gel/2 k. - Pi ~ • PK. = .667V2GeV2

V2 S 057 (23)

From (12) it seems that such values of y2 are not favoured. In fact when PQ violates
23), the gluon propagator in Rg.2 has the behaviour 1 /P j so that the region y% <, .057 would
srrespond to ~ 20% of the lotal contribution of the y integration in (12) for both </>,$. and 4>g<,..

hus we expect that (22) may have sizable (bound-state) QCD corrections.

Indeed, when we compute the values of Ai and V which follow from (22) we get

)gv,

id

i that we rind

Ai (xtig + TTix»)g^/2

r = V(CP = odd/T(ALL) ~ .196

r(OO)/rULL) ~ .398

8

(24)

(25)

(26)

Thus, the comparison oi (25) and (26) with (14) and (15) is consistent with the existence of sizeable

QCD corrections to the WISGUR-fl, theory for the B —» K' transition. This is consisteni with

general expectations.

Nonetheless, it is reassuring thai in spite of the relatively large QCD-binding corrections,
the results (25) and (26) still indicate that I(CP=odd) is a small fraction of T(ALL). Thus, they
support the use of B —• ifi/JKi' as a mode for B-Factory expioitalion in CP violation experi-
mentation.

6, CONCLUSIONS

In this presentation we have explored dynamical models of the process B —» i*/JK'

from the standpoint of CP violation experiments at a B-Factory type e*c~ colliding beam device.

We have been encouraged by what we have found, in general.

Specifially, we have considered four different views of the dynamic1 of such B —•
ip/JK°" decays: the model of Wirbel, Stech and Bauer; the model of Isgur et al; the methods of
Lepage and Brodsky; and, the recent approach of Wise, lsgur and Bjorken (WlSGUR-fl/ theory).
As we expected the relativistic nature of the K' in the transition causes the Isgur et al. model to de-
viate substantially from the other 3 approaches in its prediction for V(CP = odd)/F(ALL) = T

for the decay in question. The other 3 approaches all give r < .2 whereas the non-relativistic Isgur
et al. model gives r ~ .5. Thus, we feel we have found strong support for the use of B —• iji/JK0'

decays as an additional model for exploration of CP violation in B-iactory type colliding beam de-
vices. Such modes may apparently be used to reduce the luminosity requirement for such machines
by a factor of ~ 2 .5 relative to estimates based on the use of the mode B —• iji/JK^ alone ' " .
This then is the primary conclusion of our theoretical analysis.

Recently12> we have learned that the Argus Collaboration has measured the polarization

of the i/>/J in the decays B —> i(i/JK'. What they find is completely consistent with our result thai

r (CP = etien) dominates the decay. This then gives experimental support to the main conclusion

of our work.
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Fig.l The process B —> if>/JR' to lowest order in the SU(2)L x C/j electroweak theory.

is ihe 4-momentum of A, A = B,V/ J,K'. and BA = P\-

Fig.2 Lepage Brodsky approach to B -> i>/JK'- G is a QCD gluon of four momentum PG-
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Fig.3 Lepage-Brodsky equation for the K' distribution amplitude. VQ is the collinear projec-

tion operator for scale Q.
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